Sptic Rules Published for Eager T'men

Well here it is, fellows, the thing everybody has been talking about and looking forward to since the Asian flu epidemic. Here in clear-cut, plain talk is the answer to Agony Spot's burning question! In response to thousands of requests we have complied in this issue. Agony Spot—consulted Techron, and thanks to our capable editors, we have, at last, from the Dean of Agony Spot—The basic rules and regulations to guide each precious little bundle of feminine personal that goes under the name of Sptitee.

1. Manner. Course it's only my 12th semester, but I always do things exactly right. I believe in a healthy amount of social intercourse (careful of that contact, girls) for all our girls, and therefore recommend that every girl has 2 dates per academic year. More time than this away from the dorm is no good. A dorm is no substitute for the friendly love and support of Agony Spot. Every Sptitee will be allowed the privilege of male companionship. We of Agony Spot firmly believe that every one of our girls should have a sneaking acquaintance with at least 3 males, not more than one of which she may call her father. We believe in a healthy amount of social intercourse (careful of that contact, girls) for all our girls, and therefore recommend that every girl has 2 dates per academic year.

2. Drinking of Spirituous Beverages. Absolutely no, no, no, no, no, no, no. Every last dollar from those misnamed college bars will be turned over for a class excuse for a little hangover. The only hangover that we allow is the feeling of things being properly regulated by the student body. Now we can stop worrying about the control of my office.

3. Drinking of Tobacco. Not a chance, bud. I've got a Navy first aid kit and a rubber syringe, and he has even seen a real doctor. I've got a fraternity brother over at Emory to look out for me.

4. Anything else, Don't do it. Just sit there with your legs crossed, your skirt down, a smile on your lips, and a fresh scrubbed face. If it looks like fun, don't do it. We are Sptitees, you know. And girls, if things get too much for you, just take a cab right back to the dorm.

NOTICE

(No Foolin')

POST OFFICE MOVED

The Post Office is now located at the Crenshaw Bldg. For a few more days you will still receive mail from the old building, but do not fail to get your mail from the new box and a considerable delay will result.

Doc Figgsbee Muses Over Crookedly Hanging Branch

"Hey boy," drawled the thin, high voice "why is your arm hanging so funny? You need to see a doctor.

Yeah, I sort of figured that—why's that I'm here, at the Joseph Brown Blackbird Infirmary. I said.

"Oh, yes, now I understand," replied Dr. Figgbees. "I see if my Navy first aid kit can be of any help to you. "I'm sure there is a book in here that explains something about arms hanging crossed. You know, of course, that I always do things exactly as the book says. That's the only way you can be sure you treat each person exactly the same name — regardless of the injury, I treat everyone the same name.

That's what I was afraid of, ventured, but being after that was serious, and knowing that one time he gave a friend of mine an enema, I kept the rest of my mouth shut. Ah, yes. Nice I see—AARMS, Crookedly Hanging. You know, there's nothing like having a book that explains everything and tells you exactly how to act. Why I always say, that the only way you can be sure you treat each person...

"That's all right boy, you don't have to call me Doc— that's just an old nickname from grammar school. I stuck so well after that I finished high school, I thought I'd get a job as a doctor, and—well, here I am. I've been saving up and taking courses in surgery from the same school that Ben Casey came from, but as of yet, I haven't been able to pass the course in Bedside Manner. Course it's only my 12th try—the school allows you 20 tries, and since they use the same questions, I'm bound to pass someday.

"But are you supporting your Doc, will you do what you will do?"

"Are you kidding? I'm getting out of this hole, what do you think. Man, I hate all these damn Tech students always coming in with the smallest little complaint like you—simple little thing like that arm hanging funny. Nothing to fix that up. Now you go up stairs and the nurse to tell the rubber syringe and a big pan of hot water.

"It's a bother, but I've got a fraternity brother over at Emory and he has even seen a real doctor. I've got a mount everything to do.

"Well, if you feel that way about it, all right—just don't ask a class excuse for a little thing like your arm hanging crossed.

Losers Blame Loss on a Vote Shortage; SC Has-Beens Speak

Our raving reporter Red II was cornered and forced to hold a post-election interview with losers Bob Scuggs and Snatch O'Kelly. The facts revealed in this encounter would have changed the election results had they been known.

Q. Did you find it difficult to get votes in the Sigma Chi house?

Scuggs: Yes, they don't like me.

O'Kelly: No. But it cost me a fortune.

Q. What is your opinion of the election results?

Scuggs: I want to be a good sport about it. But I should have won.

O'Kelly: Well, at least the worst man wasn't elected.

Q. Why did you lose?

Scuggs: Nobody ever likes me, I can't understand it.

O'Kelly: I took a fall. Really.

Q. Why did he really lose?

Scuggs: He went broke, O'Kelly; Nobody likes him.

Q. What do you think about Bob Scuggs?

Scuggs: I would have been the best president.

Q. How many more votes than you do.

Scuggs: Work for civic betterment and look cool.

O'Kelly: Play pranks on students.

Q. Snatch. 99% of the YAF voted for you. Why was this?

O'Kelly: I guess I won't gyn.

Q. If you were to run again, what additions would you make to your campaign?

Scuggs: I would try to be more sincere.

Q. Say something intellectual.

Scuggs: Me.

O'Kelly: Come back to this.

Q. If you had it to do again, would you run?

Scuggs: I'm going after Stalwart.

O'Kelly: Get damn serious.

Theory Beats Test Rackets

Wesley Newman, after two full quarters of intensive research has discovered a foolproof method for beating the multiple choice test racket.

Wesley used as his base theory the time-tested procedure devised by ROTC students a number of years ago. That theory rests upon the thesis that when the student thinks of a logical answer, he can count on its being wrong.

From this basic Mr. Newman, a third-year sophomore, followed the possibility of supporting his theory on the thought processes of the average ROTC pro-

The main premise is that when a professor chooses of the four possible answers that he will designate as the right one, he will designate as the three other answers by flukes answers by the "veneering" method, that is, when he puts the right answer on top of a pile of other answers so as to make it easy to crack as it is.

Wesley's theory, then, reaches the beginning of the "veneering" method at the right.
Student Screwed to Cross of Rule

By ALI JONES

And it came to pass that on Friday of the third week in March, in the time of the presidency of Edwin Harrison, and the athletic direction of Bobby Dodd, the students were happy as they entered their homes towns to the cries of joy that they were home.

But they were saddened for they knew that they were soon to face a dismal future as the high profs and administrators would prepare their fate.

But the victim did not even know that he was to be sacrificed and his ignorance was to be pitied. Thus it came to pass that the thorns of his narrow vision and the kiss of his limited outlook betrayed him to the high priests and officers of National Corporations, and he was cursed and called an automaton.

Then the people cried with a loud voice and were critical of his lack of understanding, and they took up arms against him and thrust him deep into the maze and morass of the corporate existence.

And thus he was forced to hang for many years, until his honorable length of service to Mother Corporation was done, but his service was meanial and without meaning.

Then on the last day, the meanings of his existence became beclouded, and he hated the faceless mobs that had driven him through the dark halls of chemistry and the tortuous hours on the mechanical drawing rack and forced the long mid-night oil to flow out of his veins in pursuit of drivel.

And he hated the profs and the system that made him knowledgeable in a few things but unfaithful to the main. And he understood at last the source of his ignomy and his punishment—to be screwed to the cross of rule, which was his old, but traitorous, friend.

And so he hung there for the rest of his life.

And wondered why.

WHY DOES AN ELEPHANT HAVE LUCKS? YOU'D BE HORNY TOO, IF YOUR WIFE WAS PREGNANT FOR TWO YEARS.

SUMER GOO AT COCA-COLA

WHICH LOTTY OR LONG? TMT TO OOT T

COCA-COLA COMA

IF SHE'S NOT GETTING IN YOUR HAIR...GET THIS

Those dainty fingers aren't about to play games in a messy, mousey mane! So, get with it! get your hair shaped-up with SHORT CUT. Disciplines crew cut, brush cut, any cut; gives it life! Helps condition—puts more body, more manageability, more girls in your hair! Get it today, Old Spice SHORT CUT Hair Groom by Shulton...tube or jar, only 50 plus tax.

Singing goes better refreshed.
And Coca-Cola—with that special zing but never too sweet—refreshes best.

things go better with Coke

Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by
The Atlanta Coca-Cola Bottling Company, Atlanta, Georgia

This remarkable shirt retains its crisp, just-ironed look all day long because it's 65% Dacron® and 35% cotton...the ideal wash and wear blend that made "Look, Ma—no wrinkles" a famous campus expression.
Tailored with the popular Sussex button-down collar in true Ivy fashion and tapered to trim you in every way except price.

Long sleeves—only $6.95
Short sleeves—only $5.95
To Bed or Not to Bed—Students Seek Answer

The Editor:

I don't like the Technique. Well really, I'm very rarely like it. What I don't like are those fatherless writers who write like those stupid and inane stories. People like Bill Wit- hew who don't know the difference between being long or short, and, or between leaving and coming. Or perhaps maliciously who regularly sticks his head from the corner into the pages of the Tech- nique when he wants to go shum- ming.

There are some people that I like. You have a good cartoonist, His cartoon about my brave and generous exertions during last year's whistle crisis, my courage and dedication there, were simply wonderful.

Sincerely, Your, Ed Harrisson

The Editor: The ravings of the leftist editor of the Technique just go to prove the extent to which socialist sub- versions have corrupted the youth of America and resulted in a general lowering of morals throughout this God-fearing coun- try of ours.

Whatever happened to the Technique of years ago — that stead, conservative, literary pillar of the Georgia Tech communi- ty? Whatever happened to that fire supporter of the tried and true, red-white-and-blue, advo- cating nothing - new American Way of Life!

Somewhere along the road, the Technique has gone bad. May God have mercy on its soul, and Judge DeWood Plead for mercy on its BOD.

Jerome F. Oldknow, W

The Editor:

You have all accused me of being too far to the left in my dealings with the students and faculty of this institution in this great and glorious republican government. (sound of drums beating as American flag waves behind looming grandmother) which is forever opposed to the petifications of those who would seek to destroy us from within (man- eating shark shaken hands with Peral on Adlat Stevenson looks on with approval.)

I resent this accusation. Al- though I may have deviated from the straight party line (Conservative, that is) you could not call me leftist. I do not even favor plunderation of our water supplies—that threat to our body fluids.

I don't even support President Johnson in his attempts to sell this country to the Russians and put the profits into a joint com-
**Classified Section**

**Needed**
One hot chocolate machine. See specs. below. Call Ptomaine Hall.

**Wanted**

**For Hire**
Free-lance writer specializing in gross cheers. Call 872-2335.

**Wanted**
Old second hand whistle. May be steamboat whistle, mill whistle or train whistle of the high, low pressure, single barrel, non-ferrous brass alloy, heavy duty type. Call B & G.

**Help Wanted**
106 openings, no qual sheet necessary. Contact Harrison, old gym.

**Sale**
Slightly used football equipment. See $6 AA park.

**Needed**
Second hand medical books. Call Dr. Riggsbee 112-5630.

**Wanted**
New pledge to replace other that was initiated. Apply Chi Psi house, 10th Street.

**Personal**
Y.A.F. we still love you. K.K.K.

**Wanted**
Julie London.

**For Sale**
One High, low pressure, single barrel, non-ferrous brass alloy heavy duty type whistle. The Seven Sisters.

**Wanted**
Rush girls for out of town parties. Write Hotel Venus, Indianapolis, Ind.

**Personal**
You still have a chance to change your major before they change the locks. C. E. Jones.

**Wanted**
Speaker for Student Council meetings. Must be wordy and inane. See Franney Box, Class of '64.

**Our future is in the hands of men not yet hired**

At Western Electric we play a vital role in helping meet the complex needs of America's vast communications networks. And a career at Western Electric, the manufacturing arm of the nation-wide Bell Telephone System, offers young men the exciting opportunity to help us meet these important needs.

Today, Western Electric equipment reduces thousands of miles to fractions of seconds. Even so, we know that our present communications systems will be inadequate tomorrow; and we are seeking ways to keep up with—and anticipate—the future. For instance, right now Western Electric engineers are working on various phases of solar cell manufacture, miniaturization, data transmission, futuristic telephones, electronic central offices, and computer-controlled production lines—to name just a few.

To perfect the work now in progress and launch many new communications products, projects, procedures, and processes not yet in the mind of man—we need quality-minded engineers. If you feel that you can meet our standards, consider the opportunities offered by working with our company. In a few short years, you will be Western Electric.

Challenging opportunities exist now at Western Electric for electrical, mechanical, industrial, and chemical engineers, as well as physical science, liberal arts, and business majors. All qualified applicants will receive careful consideration for employment without regard to race, creed, color or national origin. For more information about Western Electric, write College Relations, Western Electric Company, Room 6206, 222 Broadway, New York 3T, New York. And be sure to arrange for a Western Electric interview when your college representatives visit your campus.

---

**VAN HEUSEN**

**V-Taper—for the lean trim look.**

He's completely masculine and so-o-o attractive in the V-Taper fit. Slim and trim all the way. I like the casual roll of the Button-Down and the neat look of the Snap-Tab. For business or sportswear styling—sport or dress—Van Heusen's really got it!
Coeds Plan Campus Sit-in To Fight for 'Head' Rights

The Women's Coed Association, under new leadership resulting from a coup d'etat last winter quarter which deposed strongwoman Bar bie Groender, has launched a progressive program for raising the status of female students at Teck.

"We must get our minds out of the gutter and start looking forward toward new and better things," stated Joan Toadman, new president.

One of their first projects is to have at least one women's head placed in every building on campus.

"When you have to go, you don't have time to run a half mile to the nearest men's head," stated Gangster Bill, former campus radical who is now a geometry professor at the University of California. "Let's start a series of six-in demonstrations. "We'll fill every john on campus with a female. It shouldn't take more than a few days of this before something will be done."

Some of the more liberal coeds are taking the stand that separation but equal facilities is pure discrimination. This ideological split among the girls could prove to be their undoing. There are rumors that the dissenting faction may refuse to participate in the six-in on the basis that if men can stand up, so can they.

Well, my solution to our coed troubles is sixty-four timely flushes.

Want to Root
for your heart?
(Anyone interested in becoming a Tech cheerleader should report to the Old Gym Monday, April 13, at 7:30 p.m., ready to root.)

Garry Cassts Derby In Ring

BY GARRY BOLDWATER

As you know, I am a principle aspirant in the upcoming election, and for that reason I would like to assert my position on a few aspects of the national scene in order to assure that prospective voters will not be led astray in their assessment of me.

As a senator, and throughout my career I have made it my mission to advance the noble cause of female rights in America. In this regard, it is my firm belief that we should pursue a policy of female-friendly legislation to ensure the equal rights of women in all aspects of society.

Throughout my career, I have fought for the advancement of women in all fields, from business to politics. I am a strong advocate of gender equality and believe that women should be given the same opportunities as men.

I have also been a strong supporter of women's health care and believe that all women should have access to affordable and quality health care services.

I am proud to have supported the funding of women's colleges and universities and believe that women should have the same access to higher education as men.

I am committed to fighting for the rights of women in every aspect of society and I believe that we should work together to create a more just and equitable society for all.

I am confident that with my leadership, we can create a world where women are valued and respected and have the same opportunities as men.

I hope that you will join me in this fight for justice and equality for all women.

Thank you for your support.

Garry Cassts

School's Out.

Right now, graduation seems way off in the wild blue yonder. But it's not too early to start planning the future. Making the right decisions now will determine your success. So, here are some tips to keep in mind:

1. Start looking for internships. This will help you gain valuable work experience and make connections in your field.
2. Build your skill set. Take courses that will help you stand out in the job market.
3. Network. Reach out to alumni and professionals in your field. They can offer guidance and advice.
5. Stay healthy. Take care of your physical and mental health.

By following these tips, you can ensure a successful transition from college to the workforce.
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Droodles are for cocktail parties. Not ordinary sip-your-martini-and-munch-your-olive type of party, but a razzle-dazzle everybody-get-naked type of shindig which only the Techlique is capable of fathering.

When mixed with a jigger of Scotch and a twist, Droodles take odd shapes and various meanings. Only through the world of Droodles can the truth of Omar Khayyam take meaning and co-eds become highly desirable and seductive creatures of charm.

But Droodles come at a high price, sometimes even death. Features writers are often lost. Ties wrap around ceiling pipes as news writers display their impressions of the big Hugh-Ruby bird. Moles become tigers and Scotties tempests in the struggle against Droodles.

We are required herein to mention that Droodles may be habit forming, and should only be taken on the advice of your spiritual advisor. Droodles are figureheads of imaginations, obviously, and these particular examples are more or less more gross than the average mixed company cocktail droodle, but not much.

If you are bitten by the Droodle bug, immediate amputation of the affected part is the only sure way to preserve your limited sanity.

---

Exciting things are happening everywhere at Ford Motor Company!

After Ford's spectacular debut in last year's Indianapolis 500-mile race, many people wondered what we would come up with next. Well it's here! Ford Motor Company engineers have developed a brand-new V-8 especially for this year's competition at Indy. Although it's the same size as the 1963 version, this racing engine is a much "livelier" performer because of four overhead gear-driven camshafts and other refinements. Overall results of these revolutionary changes: an increase of at least 44 horses, delivering 420 hp or more at 8,000 rpm.

Ford engineers met many challenges in developing this engine. But this is just typical of the challenges being accepted every day by our employees . . . that's what makes Ford Motor Company such an exciting place to work. And not only in engineering. Exciting opportunities exist in manufacturing, finance, sales, marketing, industrial relations, purchasing, traffic, product planning, styling and research. All types of career opportunities for all types of graduates. If you're looking for an interesting career—look to Ford Motor Company. A growing company in a growing industry.

---

when are 65% and 35% good marks?

---

when they're 65% DACRON & 35% cotton in Post-Grad slacks by h.i.s

---

THE AMERICAN ROAD, DEARBORN, MICHIGAN
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Ford's 1964 Indianapolis V-8 Engine

Ford
MOTOR COMPANY
The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

*OuPont's Reg. TM for its Polyester Fiber

WIN A TRIP TO EUROPE!

Pick up your "Destination Europe" contest entry form at any store featuring the h.i.s label. Nothing to buy! Easy to win! h.i.s offers you your choice of seven different trips this summer to your favorite European city by luxurious jet. Enter now!
Birds & Bees Talk

Researchers at the Institute for the Advancement of Venery have come upon an increasing number of cases of ferjinity (Latin name: Unfluctus Personna) lately. This dread disease, which is caused by impotence and bad luck, is fatal, since all known sufferers have been known to have died.

We are at the South's Deadliest Feel very strongly about ferjinity since, if allowed to spread, it could mean the end of the human race and, indeed, the eventual collapse of Tech. For this reason, we, in cooperation with the Institute for the Advancement of Venery (Abbreviated I.A.V.) are also offering facilities for curing the poor, misguided sufferers of this disease. They have persuaded the Women's Club of America (Abbreviated W.C.A.) to set up a nationwide cure service.

Researcher at the Institute for the Advance¬ment of Venery (Abbreviated I.A.V.) are also offering facili¬ties for curing the poor, misguided sufferers of this dis¬ease. They have persuaded the Women's Club of America (Abbreviated W.C.A.) to set up a nationwide cure service. This service is in operation now and is ready to cure you. The name of the association that gives this service is the Woman's Hospitality Organization Recreation and Entertainment Service (Abbreviated W.H.O.R.E.S.) Get cured now before it is too late.
Tech Eyes Laydown By Spott; Handman Stained by Infection

Laying its 69-0 record on the line, Tech's HANDball team faces Agony Spott in do-or-die clutch play tomorrow night at 10:30 in the Agony amphitheatre. Coach Hairlightfinger expressed hope that the Techmen would make out very well with the Spott team. The team seems to be getting into fine form after a week of practice at the V. However, Tech's best man with his hands, Abraham Smucker, will not be able to compete because of an infection resulting from a cut on right index finger that he received pulling his hand out of a rusty 16th century chastity belt. The hands did a good job on the boys, Abraham Smucker, will not be able to compete because of an infection resulting from a cut on right index finger that he received pulling his hand out of a rusty 16th century chastity belt.

“Actually we don't care on way or the other. We were mainly concerned with the money angle. You don't feel the chemo when you can have it all? People must think we're in this business for the fun of it. That isn't even good sportsmanship, it's an unamerican communist inspired plot to make football an amateur sport. With our added revenue we can stage even bigger spectacles and maybe even hire a band for the games. We also plan to buy Athens, Ga. and use it for there out of freelance jocks. We understand that a lot of manure had been spread over there what with Lawson being so bad off, all the same.”

Godd and Saracen jointly announced their plans to save the Hill and start a new school along the lines of Florence Crittentons home for wayward jocks. Such a place would look out for our Spring sports because of lack of competition Stiffens Up As Broad Jumping Nears

Intramurals begin in earnest this quarter, with the lines of Florence Crittentons home for wayward jocks. Of course everybody knows about the old Great Depression when the Spotts lizards usually have poorer luck in this area of spring sports because of lack of use of their equipment. Many of them practice alone, which makes the overall team effort weak.

Truck is very popular in spring, with Broad Jumping being the favorite sport. Best results are obtained at the Varsity or on any street corner. Pole Vaulting has its thrills, too, but not many Poles came in from Warsaw this year.

Fraternally, things are all in great secrecy as each lodge works on gimmicks to bring them titles. The Pussy Betas have a secret pitch; the ball is covered with a hormone that makes the batter gross his housemother. The Master Beta is numbing all their other tricks, but they obviously are planning a reappearing of the infamous Red Eye Pitch. Stylishly styled quick zip britches form the vital part of their uniform, plus a lovely red carnation corsage. Chi Phi has trained Dick the Dox with a special hydrant for his performance. They maintain the image of do for the present.

Intras....

Competition Stiffens Up As Broad Jumping Nears

Intramurals begin in earnest this quarter as lizards and frat men vie for the Golden Supporter, symbolic of superiority and prowess in low campus circles. The award is a rotating one, won last year by Hairly-Dorm for its surprising form in sliding around the Fly Deltais for the softballs title. Sportmanship award, a giant phallic symbol to the Agony Boat Tramsters for their panty raid during finals week last spring in which they gathered 325 PT suits and 987 funny-looking elastic arrangements.

Tennis supporters are enthusiastic over the new type of balls invented for this quarter's play. It seems last year's type were subject to rot in warm weather. This year's supply is treated with Mother Mar-a-goed and seems capable of producing the desired effect plus remarkable endurance.

The Spott team has been on the rise all year and last week all hands did a good job on the boys at Mourgehouse. After starting strong the Spotties decided to stage a bit in protest the use of a white ball. The Spotties by Squirrel and Wanda Buss

GOTCHA !!!

Spring is busting out all over and so are the giant REDEYES, as one flops out on the football field. This week saw the start of spring training at the Georgia Institute of Jockology and the end of the school newspaper.

FOR FOOD AND FUN

Shooting Squirrels; For Food And Fun

By BOOGA NOSEPICKER

Redeye Sports Editor

Spring is here again, and with spring comes the opening of the 'Squirrel Shooting' season. How about that sports fans? (Old jungle saying)

So, I decided to find out some more about the shooting of a squirrel and went down to see Dr. Max Pax at the local AAS (Association for the Shooting of Squirrels). Of course everybody knows about the old Pax of ASS.

"Well, I tell you, there are some basic rules that must be followed in order to be a hairy squirrel shooter. First, a good SS man never lets the squirrel he is shooting see him. If it does, it will cover itself up and run. Second, the SS man get a loud bang out of a squirrel that shows itself on purpose."

"Another good thing to remember, is that squirrels are always best when you skin 'em and eat 'em."

If anyone wants to get an official Squirrel Shooting License, write Box J.
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Intramurals begin in earnest this quarter as lizards and frat men vie for the Golden Supporter, symbolic of superiority and prowess in low campus circles. The award is a rotating one, won last year by Hairly-Dorm for its surprising form in sliding around the Fly Deltais for the softballs title. Sportmanship award, a giant phallic symbol to the Agony Boat Tramsters for their panty raid during finals week last spring in which they gathered 325 PT suits and 987 funny-looking elastic arrangements.

Tennis supporters are enthusiastic over the new type of balls invented for this quarter's play. It seems last year's type were subject to rot in warm weather. This year's supply is treated with Mother Mar-a-goed and seems capable of producing the desired effect plus remarkable endurance.

The Spott team has been on the rise all year and last week all hands did a good job on the boys at Mourgehouse. After starting strong the Spotties decided to stage a bit in protest the use of a white ball. The Spotties by Squirrel and Wanda Buss

GOTCHA !!!

Spring is busting out all over and so are the giant REDEYES, as one flops out on the football field. This week saw the start of spring training at the Georgia Institute of Jockology and the end of the school newspaper.